Kevin’s Colour Show

Art or science, science or art? A question that has dogged me all of my life, from my
school choices through to a career. Sadly science won. I‘m not an artist more of an
illustrator (that’s an artist who can’t draw), as I’m sure you all know. Looking back I spent
more than 16 years of my life in the colour industry, from chemical syntheses through
the application of dyes to the manufacture of printing inks. It was me that matched the
colours for Marks and Spencer’s Christmas wrapping paper way back in 1985.
So this is my cut on colour, more from a scientific background than from an artistic one
where I feel better qualified to talk having obtained a doctorate in the subject and an exactive member of the Society of Dyers and Colourists who have even published some of
my work on the subject.
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What exactly is colour?
•
•
•
•

What colour is that tree?
Is it the same at night?
If you were a cat?
Or blind?

So colour is a:
• function of language
• Illumination
• species
• and our vision
Or more …..?
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I would like to break it down to three areas:
• Physical – what actually causes colour
• Mental – how we perceive colour
• Practical – some tips to help in your art.
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Question: Do you ever suck your paintbrush tip to get a fine point?

Ultramarine

Carmine

Indian Yellow

Emerald Green

: Answer later !

Here are some real examples of coloured stuff, be they animal, vegetable of mineral
Colour over the ages has be a quest for power, a search for intense hues without
geographic boundaries.
Purple, a favoured colour by the ancient romans actually derived from a reddish-purple
natural dye secreted by several species of predatory sea snails in the family Muricidae.
Both Indigo and Woad came from flowering plants and Ultramarine was a rock mined in
Afghanistan was so named because it came from ‘across the seas’.

I’ll tell you more about sucking the tip of your paintbrush later ….
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In a nutshell:
•
•
•
•

Light hits an object
Some colours are absorbed, others reflected
Our eyes see the reflected colour
And our brain calls it red.

So what could possibly go wrong?
Well firstly colour is personal and subjective. If the colour you see grass as; I saw as red,
we would still use the word green to describe it. Think about people who are colour
blind describe their world.
… and what would happen if the light was orange, or green not white? Well our brain
automatically compensates by searching out something it knows to be white and then
adjusting the perceived colours to match that theory.
So what exactly is colour ….?
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Now for the scientific bit :
• White light if shone through a glass prism will separate into its constituent colours,
and as this slide demonstrates can be recombined back to white again by using a
second prism.
• If I inserted a piece of card between the two prisms and blocked out the blue and
green portions of the spectrum it would result in a red yellow; orange colour.
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When white light falls on a leaf only the green part of the spectrum is reflected, the
other colours are absorbed, leaving us to observe the reflected green light.
The amount of reflected light gives us the sensation of bright or dull, for example a grey
object reflects all colours poorly, if even more are absorbed it will look almost black, or if
all are reflected; white

WHITE

GREY

BLACK

Note that the texture of the leaf will also provide additional information like shiny or
matt.
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Looking at this process in more detail, and considering a painting rather than a leaf, we
can see that some of the (shown in pale yellow) incoming light is directly reflected back
from the (shiny) surface, and some from the paper surface underneath. Most however
passes through the pigments which selectively absorb some of the spectrum giving us
the colour we see.
Note that the size and concentration and quality of the pigments in the paint layer
relates directly to the price you pay for your ‘student’ or ‘artists’ quality paint.
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Back to the light falling on your paint. I could go into a long and boring discussion on
‘wave particle duality’ and ‘string theory’, but I wont.

Suffice it to say, lets think of a light beam being made up of different sized individual
lumps of coloured light particles.
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With that in mind, now think of a coloured pigment composed of an elastic cats cradle.
The mesh size determining the colour of the pigment.
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Pour our particles of light through our elastic cats cradle and some of the coloured
lumps will pass straight through, others will be caught (and cause the ‘elastic’ to jiggle).
The quality of the pigment can often be measured by how long the elastic treads will
continue to jiggle without breaking by the constant impact of the coloured light
particles. This in artistic terms relates to the pigments light fastness, delicate (usually
student quality) paints whose bonds break are often described as fugitive.
Good story? – lets look at my world, and reality:
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The mesh: Copper phthalocyanine – a particularly strong pigment.
This is the chemical structure, something too small to ever see. In my world I had to
make things like this out of smaller building blocks, a bit like building a Lego model
whose pieces are far too small to ever see, to create something so small I could never
see it only the effect if had.
For those propeller heads the background images depict the scattering of X-rays through
a crystal block of this chemical (X-Ray Crystallography)
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Phthalo blue (green shade)
Phthalo Blue (Green Shade) (PB15) is a deep intense blue with a green undertone. A
transparent, staining pigment this shade produces vibrant greens when mixed with
Hansa Yellow. This product is a wonderful tool for depicting cool, clean staining shadows
and reflected light on windows.
ASTM Lightfastness Rating: Excellent
Transparency: Transparent
Granulating: No
Staining: Staining

Also known as monastral blue, phthalo blue, helio blue, thalo blue, Winsor blue,
phthalocyanine blue, C.I. Pigment Blue 15:2,
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Phthalo Blue

Look what happens to the light when it hits the pigment:
• Firstly let me explain the graph:
• We see the visible spectrum between 400nm (Violet Blue) to 700nm Dark
Red, beyond those limits exist UV (ultra violet – high energy and damaging to
the skin) and IR (infra red – which we detect as heat) respectively.
• The more a colour absorbs light at a particular frequency the higher up the
graph is it’s optical density
• Thus in this graph the YELLOWS, ORANGES and REDs are highly absorbed
• The BLUE and GREEN components pass through, and then hit the WHITE of
the paper (or white piments added to the paint – such as in GOUACHE) and
are reflected back to the viewer.
• Really bright colours absorb everything but their own shade and have a very
narrow valley, the valley becomes broader and not so deep with dull colours.
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Phthalocyanine Green
Just look at what happens if you ‘stretch’ the elastic in the chemical bonds: Note the Cl’s
(Chlorine atoms) around the outside of this molecule – and how the colour has changed
to green.



Other names Phthalo green, viridian hue, pigment green 7, copper phthalocyanine
green, C.I. pigment green 7, non-flocculating green G, polychloro copper phthalocyanine,
and C.I. 74260, copper hexadecachlorophthalocyanine
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Phthalo Green

The spectrum has shifted slightly to the right, allowing more GREEN and YELLOW light to
be reflected.
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Methyl Red is a much simpler compound
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Methyl Red

RED absorbs the BLUE and GREEN components:

GREEN

+

RED

= BLACK

Mix: Phthalo GREEN and Methyl RED and you get a spectrum that is almost BLACK
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So that is what I did, in a little reaction vessel, on the blue hotplate. Once successful
then it could be scaled up to the 5Kg lab, then onto 100Kg plus in large stainless steel
reaction vessels (bottom left). I’m in the picture on the bottom right, guess which one.
We graduated to become at least 5 Doctors (of Chemistry) working in industry and
running University departments. If your windows all fall out Denis on the right is the man
in charge of UK putty manufacture 
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The quick bit as everybody is getting bored …
The colour of the pigment is not the only consideration for a great quality paint.
• Pigment concentration
• Pigment purity – is it one pigment, or a mix to make the colour?
• The size of the pigment particles…
• Pigments are often ground down into very small particles, using a ball mill
• Bottom left – cutaway of a ball mill
• Schematic of still balls ‘grinding the pigment particles
• Actual electron microscope picture of one of my pigments 1-5μ
• Human hair (Bottom right) by comparison ~60μ
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Artists Paint

PAINT

Water Colour

Gouache

Acrylic

Oil

Solvent

Water

Water

Water

Turpentine

Resin

Gum Arabic

Gum Arabic

Methyl / Butyl
Methacrylate

Linseed Oil

Additive

Glycerine

White (TiO2)

Binder

Drier / Filler

Boring slide:
A typical paint, be it Oil, Water Colour, Acrylic or Gouache will contain the same
pigments, only the solvent (water or turps etc.) and the resin (glue/binder etc.) will
change.
So, if like me, you have the same manufacturers Water Colour and Acrylic paint and you
want to use them as a mixed media – the colours should be identical.
So, if the paint’s pigments are ‘identical’ you could use Acrylic paints like watercolour (as
a flat transparent wash), or neat in lumps from a pallet knife like an Oil paint, etc.
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Eugene's Eye, or colour is in the eye of the beholder …
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There is more to colour than you may think
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So, people don’t actually see the same colours:
• 8% of the male population are colour blind
• 0.001% of the female population are also colour blind
• It is genetically inherited
• And, as you get older your eyes like your teeth yellow. So old colour matchers add
more yellow to compensate
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Are they the same colour?
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Adelson’s illusion : We expect a shadow and because we are used to compensating for
shadows in “real life” we perceive and compensate for the shadow we assume has been
created.
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Which one is Orange?
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Adelson’s illusion: The Brain and Shadows, the same happens with colours
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Are the orange bars the same shade?

Simultaneous Contrast refers to the visual influence of a colour in close proximity to
another when the two are viewed at the same time. The colour in the greater quantity
influences the other to chance in some way.
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How many REDs and GREENs?

Simultaneous Contrast refers to the visual influence of a colour in close proximity to
another when the two are viewed at the same time. The colour in the greater quantity
influences the other to chance in some way.
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Use simultaneous contrast to your own benefit and save paint.
How many different colours are there here?
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Just 3: Green, mauve and orange.
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It’s all about perspective: What colour is this dress?
When the dress went viral on the internet in 2015, millions of people - including
fashionistas Taylor Swift and Gigi Hadid - were divided whether its true colours were
gold and white or black and blue.
Now, in a new study, neuroscientist Doctor Pascal Wallisch concludes that the
differences in perception are down to our assumptions about how the dress was
illuminated.
Those who thought that the dress, worn by the mother of a bride at a wedding in
Scotland, was photographed in a shadow most likely saw the garment as gold and white.
But those who thought it was illuminated by artificial light were more likely to see it as
black and blue.
He suggested these differing perceptions could be linked to a person's exposure to
daylight.
People who get up and go to bed early, and spend many of their waking hours in sunlight
are more likely to see the dress as white and gold than night owls, whose world is
illuminated not by the sun, but artificial light.
Dr Wallisch, clinical assistant professor in New York University's Department of
Psychology, said: "The original image was overexposed, rendering the illumination
source uncertain.
"As a result, we make assumptions about how the dress was illuminated, which affects
the colours we see.
"Shadows are blue, so we mentally subtract the blue light in order to view the image,
which then appears in bright colours - gold and white.
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Now after I have messed with your heads something more practical.
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REAL Colours

REAL COLOURS.
I am surprised that only a few of you actually have your own paint chart, made up with
your own pigments mapped out in ‘logical’ order like this.
What colour is this one … Describe it …..
We all know (or should do), that YELLOW + BLUE = mucky BROWN?
Ah!
Reds, are not just RED in real life, but move from Orange Red through to Purply Red.
The same with Blues (from Red-Blues to Green Blues), and Yellows (Reddish yellow to
Greenish yellow).
Mix the ‘wrong’ pair and you wont get the colour you expect. It all goes back to those
visible spectrums we saw earlier. There is no such thing as a pure colour so mixing the
wrong shades causes muddy problems
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Primary Colours

Yellow

Red

Blue

Lets look at the ‘Primary’ colours RED, YELLOW and BLUE. If “pure” they can be mixed to
create the secondary shades …
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Secondary Colours

Yellow
Orange

Green

Red

Blue
Purple

ORANGE, GREEN and PURPLE, you can see an example of this mix bottom right.
I encourage you to try to mix colours to get these secondary tones.
Remember our visible spectrums (from earlier).
Mixing opposite colours (should) produce BLACK. I always mix my own blacks, usually
from Cadmium RED and Windsor (Phthalocyanine) GREEN.
Purple and yellow, or even Orange and Blue create some lovely BLACK shades.
THERE IS ANOTHER IMPORTANT EFFECT TO NOTE:
The CONES in your eyes are responsive not to three colours (RED GREEN and BLUE) as
you may have been told at school, but more the
differences between the colours that they detect.
See what happens when you ‘bleach’ your cones.
Stare at these colours for 30 seconds …
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Now look at the white centre, what colours do you see?
The opposite of the ones before: Yellow becomes Purple, Green becomes Red, Blue
Orange... etc.
This sort of explains some of the effects shown earlier – Simultaneous contrast.
Use this effect to make your colours ZING!
Place Yellow next to Purple, Green next to Red, and Blue Orange.
Look what Claude Monet did in with his
Poppy field near Giverny.

So the eye’s receptors add an extra
depth to portraying colour
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Colour

Colour matching is even harder.
Colour is a right brain function, and is something that can be learned, with practice.
Colour memory; “I was sure that those blue shoes would match my dress, until I got
home and saw them together”.
But ‘Houston we have a problem’ …
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Words for Colour
Hue:
•
•
•

Red

Yellow
Blue

Value:
•
•
•

Dark
Greyish
Light

Chroma:
•
•
•

Pale
Intense
Deep

Language, the way we describe colour is a LEFT brain function
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Conflict

Conflict ACTUALLY occurs with LEFT-RIGHT brain functions, their interface is quite poor.
So the actual task of matching a colour starts to unravel when you start thinking in verbal
terms, mmm needs a little more red, still too blue …. Mmm?
Colour matching SHOULD be INSTINCTIVE
Look at the Word / Colour Conflict below:

RED GREEN

ORANGE
BLUE YELLOW
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However we can use the description of colour to help our colour matching abilities, if
you break up the colour names into three classes:
• Hue
• Chroma
• Value
i.e: It’s a light pale greenish-blue, A dull dark yellow-green
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Just to confirm VALUE and CHROMA
White to Black – Dull to Intense
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How to match a colour

Let’s try to match this blue:
How would you describe the colour?
I used to be a professional colour matcher, with practice a ‘perfect’ match should be
possible within 3 to 5 attempts.
Sadly, my examples here are dogged by lots of ‘technical’ difficulties –
• The colour rendition of my scanner to capture the image
• The inks used to reproduce the colour
• The projector’s additive colour mixing
• Metamerism – Where two colours will match under one light source, but not another
So please give me some degree of flexibility.
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How to match a colour
Hue:
•
•
•

Red

Yellow
Blue

First:
Hue:
• What is the ‘closest’ colour in my paint set to the target
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How to match a colour
Hue:
•
•
•

Red

Yellow
Blue

Nearest Colour Match

Hue:
• What is the ‘closest’ colour in my paint set to the target
Phthalo Turquoise
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How to match a colour
Hue:
•
•
•

Red

Yellow
Blue

Add some Yellow

=
+

Hue:
• What is the ‘closest’ colour in my paint set to the target
Phthalo Turquoise
Tint:
• What other ‘shade’ from my paint set do I need?
Cadmium Yellow (pale)
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How to match a colour
Chroma:
•
•
•

Pale
Intense
Deep

Reduce chroma – add red not black

=



+
+

Hue:
• What is the ‘closest’ colour in my paint set to the target
Phthalo Turquoise
Tint:
• What other ‘shade’ from my paint set do I need?
Cadmium Yellow (pale)
Chroma:
• I need to ‘dull’ the mix, adding black is not a good option, so what is the
opposite colour to my Bluey Green?
Alizarine Crimson
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How to match a colour
Value:
•
•
•

Dark
Greyish
Light

Make a tad lighter – add white, or dilute

=





+
+

Hue:
• What is the ‘closest’ colour in my paint set to the target
Phthalo Turquoise
Tone:
• What other ‘shade’ from my paint set do I need?
Cadmium Yellow (pale)
Chroma:
• I need to ‘dull’ the mix, adding black is not a good option, so what is the
opposite colour to my Bluey Green?
Alizarine Crimson
Value:
• The colour is too dark, so I add some White (NB: White paints are coloured
too, Titanium White is a Blue White, and Zinc White more red)
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How to match a colour

ACTUAL

This is a scanned copy reproduced by a projector of my match – which is actually quite
close under daylight.
HINT: When matching colours always dab some of your mix on a scrap offcut of your art
paper and bring it next to the object you are trying to match, and be warned not to have
too many other colours adjacent otherwise the ‘simultaneous contrast’ effect will occur
to ruin your match,
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1

2

3

4

5

Unfortunately, the ‘blue’ we matched is only one of many shades of blue the mug
actually possesses.
1

2

3

4

5
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Mixed Colours

Colour Wash

Pointillism

A final note about colour mixing:
• Mix the colours (if you can, coloured pencils are a devil to blend together – hence the
boxes of pencils always have a wide range of shades)
• A coloured wash, over an under painting can give some excellent colour effects
• Or use ‘simultaneous contrast’ as implemented in the artistic Pointulism style
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Things to do:
1.

Build colour wheel
(with your paints)

2.

Match the MUG
colour (below)

I encourage you to make your own colour wheel, and to try to match my ‘mug’
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Just look at those lovely strawberries
They just get redder and redder …
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Question: Do you ever suck your paintbrush tip to get a fine point?

Ultramarine

Carmine

Indian Yellow

Emerald Green

OH!
Don’t suck your paintbrush.
• Carmine from Cochineal - a parasitic beetle
• Indian Yellow from Cows urine
• Emerald Green – used to contain arsenic
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See: www.eworkrd.com for my artwork
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